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pentene (7) in methylene chloride at 40° afforded cyclopentene 
as the only detectable photoproduct (80%). However, at - 2 5 ° 
the ionic product 1-chlorocyclopentene (8) was formed (18% 
yield) in addition. Similarly, irradiation in methanol at —25° 
afforded the ionic product 1,1-dimethoxycyclopentane (9, 13% 
yield). These are the first unequivocal examples of generation 
of the 1-cyclopentenyl cation.8 
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Irradiation of vinyl iodides has also afforded the first un
equivocal route to the difficultly accessible primary vinyl 
cations.9 Thus, for example, irradiation of (iodomethylene) 
cyclopentane (10) in methylene chloride or ethylene glycol 
afforded the ionic products 5 (23%) or 6 (30%), respectively, 
accompanied by the reduction product methylenecyclopentane 
(50%). Similar behavior was exhibited by the cyclohexyl an
alogue 11, which afforded the chloride 12 and the ketal 13 
(27%), along with reduced material. 
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It is significant that the ionic products are ring expanded; 
apparently the cyclic cation, being secondary, is more stable 
despite the fact that it is constrained to be nonlinear. In an 
interesting contrast, the cyclobutyl analogue 14 principally 
underwent fragmentation to l-penten-4-yne (60%) on irra
diation in methylene chloride. In this case ring scission is more 
facile than isomerization to the secondary but highly strained 
1-cyclopentenyl cation. 
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Thus photolysis of vinyl halides has afforded a number of 
vinyl cations not previously accessible. Further studies are in 
progress to elucidate the behavior of other vinyl cations pre
pared in this way. 
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Thermolysis and Photochemistry of Cyclic Azo 
Compounds. A Novel Chemilumineseent Reaction and 
Alternate Route to Dewar Benzene 

Sir: 

The thermal,1 direct photochemical,2 and triplet sensitized 
decomposition3 reactions of cyclic azo compounds are believed 
to yield hydrocarbons via diradical intermediates. These 
thermal and photochemical eliminations of nitrogen are con
sidered to be general reactions of cyclic azo compounds.4 

However, there are a number of perplexing examples in which 
the loss of nitrogen failed.5 

Understanding why the cyclic azo compounds studied 
unexpectedly resisted loss of nitrogen is important if nitrogen 
elimination reactions are to be employed rationally in organic 
synthesis. We report a study of the thermolysis, direct pho
tolysis, and triplet sensitized photolysis of the tetracyclic azo 
compound I4 which (a) has demonstrated that fluorescence 
characteristics may serve as a guide to when a cyclic azo 
compound will lose nitrogen with difficulty; (b) has uncovered 
a novel chemilumineseent reaction; (c) has resulted in the 
development of an alternate synthesis of Dewar benzene; (d) 
has revealed the first example of a cyclic azo compound to 
undergo cleavage of different bond types when excited to its 
singlet (C-N bond cleavage) and triplet (C-C bond cleavage) 
states; and (e) has provided direct evidence for oxygen assisted 
intersystem crossing. 

Thermolysis of 1 in «-dodecane results in quantitative for
mation6 of benzene and nitrogen (eq 1). The activation pa
rameters for thermolysis (temperature range 130-150°) are 
AH* = 35.6 kcal/mol and AS* = 7.8 eu. The closeness of 
these values to those reported7 {AH* = 36.7 kcal/mol, AS* 
= 8.7 eu) for 2,3-diazabicyclo[2.2.1]hept-2-ene, 2, is consistent 
with the rate determining step being similar, presumably in
volving cleavage of a C-N bond. 
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Figure 1. Scheme for the thermolysis (A), direct photolysis (hv), and triplet 
sensitized photolysis (3sens) of 1.1D represents a diradical produced from 
initial C-N bond cleavage. 

5 N + N2 (D 

N 100^ 

Unlike the thermal chemistry, the photochemistries of 1 and 
2 contrast strongly. The latter compound loses nitrogen with 
an efficiency approaching 1.0 for both direct photochemical 
and triplet sensitized excitation. Neither the direct nor triplet 
sensitized photolysis of 1 occurs with unit efficiency (quantum 
yields for disappearance of 1 being 0.6 and 0.3 for direct and 
sensitized photolysis, respectively). Indeed, 1 is weakly fluo
rescent (0F = 0.06, TF = 50 ns, 3-methylpentane, 20-25°), so 
that a direct probe of the deactivation of Si is available. At 25°, 
direct photolysis of 1 (excitation 366 nm) in deuterated cy-
clohexane results in formation8,9 of benzene, Dewar benzene 
(3),8b benzvalene (4), prismane (5), and 1,2-diazacycloocta-
tetraene (6). The product ratio was found to be markedly 
dependent upon the oxygen content of the sample {eq 2). 
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These observations may be the result of two pathways by 
which S] of 1 deactivates. One is an intrinsic pathway that is 
temperature independent (intersystem crossing) and the other 
is temperature dependent (C-N cleavage). At low tempera
tures, the C-N cleavage from Si, requiring thermal activation, 
is inhibited and intersystem crossing from Si to Ti dominates. 
This premise accounts for the previously reported photo-
chemistry8a of 1 if 6 is formed exclusively from Ti. 

In striking confirmation of this expectation we find that 
sensitization of the decomposition of 1 by acetophenone results 
in formation of 6 as the predominant product,10 eq 3. More-

h* 

PhCOCH3 

(3) 
N - N 

6, 67% 

over, the variation of products in the direct photolysis of 1 (eq 
2) may now be understood to result from oxygen assisted Si 

-*• T] conversion.11 At high concentration of oxygen, this 
process causes substantial increase in the yield of triplets and 
the yield of 6 is enhanced at the expense of the (CH)6 isomers. 

Consider the mechanistic scheme shown in Figure 1 as a 
basis for interpreting the results of eq 1,2, and 3. In the scheme 
1D is a diradical produced by exciting 1, and Si and Tj are the 
singlet and triplet excited states of 1. The absence of benzene 
valence isomers among the products when Ti is selectively 
produced by triplet sensitization, means that 3,4, and 5 derive 
only from S]. If thermolysis of 1 produces a species similar12 

to 1D produced from Si, then 3 should be a major product of 
the thermolysis.13 However, as 3 is thermally unstable (AH* 
= 25 kcal/mol, AS* = 1 eu),8b it can only be a transient in
termediate. Nevertheless, 3 in minute concentrations can be 
detected by its chemiluminescence as the thermolysis of 3 is 
known to produce benzene triplet.14 Indeed, heating 1 with 
9,10-dibromoanthracene (DBA) produces chemiluminescence 
identified as fluorescence of DBA, and the chemiluminescence 
yield indicates that the formation of 3 is the major source of 
chemiexcitation.15 Since comparable solutions of neither 
benzvalene nor prismane chemiluminesce under the reaction 
conditions we conclude that 3 is the major thermolysis product 
of 1. This reaction is, incidentally, a rare example of a chem-
iluminescent reaction that does not involve cleavage of an O-O 
bond or an oxidation. 

In summary, oxygen assisted intersystem crossing and the 
competition between the rates of photophysical (fluorescence 
and intersystem crossing) and photochemical (C-N bond 
cleavage) deactivation of Si cause the photochemistry of 1 to 
be extremely temperature dependent. It is the energy barrier 
separating Si from 1D which controls whether nitrogen is lost 
or not. 

The fluorescence characteristics of azo compounds may, 
therefore, serve as a guide to whether nitrogen will be lost and 
at what temperature.16 It is interesting to note that while C-N 
bond cleavage is the major chemical process undergone by Si, 
C-C bond cleavage is the major process undergone by T]. 
There is no precedent in the chemistry of cyclic azo compounds 
for this contrast.17 
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Redox Properties of Copper-Thiaether Complexes. 
Comparison to Blue Copper Protein Behavior 

Sir: 

The unique spectral and redox properties of blue copper 
proteins have been the subject of much interest, particularly 
since, until recently, they eluded duplication by model com
plexes.1-2 In a recent communication3 we reported the first 
examples of low molecular weight Cu(II) complexes, involving 
a series of cyclic and open-chain polythiaethers, which exhibit 
an intense absorption band in the 600-nm region, the hallmark 
of the blue copper proteins. Ancillary crystallographic struc
tural studies4 and single crystal spectra5 indicate that this 
characteristic absorption band results from a thiaether sul
fur-to-copper charge transfer band which is not dependent on 
coordinative distortion as had been previously suggested.6'7 

Markedly positive Cu(II)-Cu(I) formal electrode potentials 
(+0.2 to +0.8 V vs. SHE at pH ~7) have also been a recog
nized characteristic of the blue copper proteins, the source of 
which has long been in controversy.8'9 Ligands which sterically 
or electronically destabilize tetragonal Cu(II) and/or enhance 
the stabilization of Cu(I) can shift the formal Cu(II)-Cu(I) 
reduction potential to more positive values.10 Many workers 
have suggested that either tetrahedral or trigonal bipyramidal 
coordination is implied by the high redox potentials (and 
spectral properties) of the blue copper proteins.6'7 In pursuing 
this hypothesis, Patterson and Holm recently examined a broad 
series of Cu(II) complexes to identify specific ligand structural 
features which might give rise to Cu(II)-Cu(I) potentials in 
the blue copper protein range.11 However, most of the 37 
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Figure 1. Absorbance spectra (1-cm cell) of a solution containing 5.68 X 
1O-4 M total copper ion and 5.59 X 10~4 M total 14-ane-S4 ligand (L) 
in a matrix of 0.1 M HCIO4 in 80% methanol-20% water (by weight). 
Curve A represents the initial solution: [Cu(II)L] = 2.69 X 1O-4 M, 
[Cu(II)] = 2.99 X 10"4 M, [L] = 2.90 X 10"4 M. Curve B represents the 
same solution after 85% reduction by electrolysis at 0.45 V (vs. SHE): 
[Cu(I)L] =4.75 X 10-4M1[Cu(II)L] = 1.25 X 10-5MJCu(II)] = 8.6 
X 10"5M1[L] = 7.1 X 10-5M. (Note the Cu(I) peak at 265 nm.) Curve 
C represents the reduced solution after exposure to air for 1 week showing 
partial reoxidation. Curve A is completely regenerated either by continued 
exposure to air or by oxidative electrolysis. 

complexes examined by them exhibited negative potentials 
with respect to SHE. 

We wish to report at this time the results of a systematic 
investigation on the redox properties of a series of Cu(II)-
polythiaether and polyaminothiaether complexes which exhibit 
redox potentials in the blue copper protein range independent 
of coordinative geometric constraints. The ligands studied 
include the seven cyclic and one open-chain species for which 
the spectral properties of the Cu(II) complexes were previously 
reported3 plus eight closely related species (Table I). All li
gands were synthesized and purified by established proce
dures12 or modifications thereof. Due to the sparing solubility 
of the 12 polythiaether compounds in water, all redox mea
surements were carried out in 80% CH3OH-20%H2O (by 
weight), corresponding to the conditions utilized for our pre
vious spectral3 and kinetic13 studies on these systems. 

For each of the Cu(II) complexes studied, £1/2 values were 
estimated from cyclic voltammetric measurements (platinum 
electrode system) in which cathodic and anodic peaks were 
identified for the process: 

Cu11L + e" = Cu1L 

where L represents the coordinated polythiaether or polyam
inothiaether ligand. To confirm the nature of the redox process 
involved, Cu"(14-ane-S4) was completely reduced by con
trolled potential coulometry at +0.45 V (vs. SHE) requiring 
1.00 ± 0.02 electrons per equivalent of complex. The reduced 
solution yielded cyclic voltammetric behavior which was vir
tually identical with that of the original solution (£1/2 = 679 
± 10 mV). This Cu(I) solution exhibited no visible spectrum 
but showed an absorption peak in the ultraviolet region (Figure 
1, curve B). That this peak is characteristic of Cu(I) was 
confirmed by measuring the spectrum of an aqueous solution 
(deaerated) of CuCl in 0.1 M HClO4 . Reoxidation of the 
Cu'(14-ane-S4) solution at +0.95 V (vs. SHE) regenerated the 
original spectrum (see Figure 1) indicating that the ligand 
structure was not disrupted by the electrolysis. The reduced 
complex was found to be stable over a period of several weeks 
under N2 atmosphere but when exposed to air is slowly reoxi-
dized to Cu"(14-ane-S4) (see Figure 1). 

As shown in Table I, all of the £1/2 values for the po
lythiaether complexes S3 to S6 are in the range of +0.67 to 
0.90 V (vs. SHE) among the highest values reported for the 
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